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Test 1: Minimalistic test (via CPU) - could be useful to check your old AMD P4 system because the test CPU
is very simple. Test 2: Cache Performance via CPU - shows how your cache performances, from miss to hit
ratio and how many cache lines were hit. Test 3: Cache Performance (via RAM) - could be useful to check
the performances of your cache by memory (DDR) compared to the cache by CPU (Cache). Test 4: Memory
Performance - could be useful to check how much RAM is left to allocate, so that your RAM could be used
for a higher degree of importance (user programs or disk caching etc.). Test 5: Cache and Memory
(CPU/RAM) performance - are the combination of the tests above. This test gives a real general performance
profile of your system and could be useful to compare your performance with the many other Bench
Activation Codemarks currently available. Test 6: Benchmark your own Software - bench does not require
compilation of your own software but just the launch of the executable with the following options: "bench -c
" - the test will run on CPU, "bench -s " - the test will run on CPU, "bench -p " - the test will run on , "bench -
d " - the test will run on , "bench -a " - the test will run on , "bench -a -d " - the test will run on disk cache.
Bench Usage: For more info, get the detailed output by using the -? or -h options or browse the doc pages.
Example: To run the test on two CPU cores use the following command: "bench -c 2" Example: To run the
test on 3 RAM slots: "bench -p 3" Example: To run the test on 4 CPU cores and 2 RAM slots: "bench -c 4 -p
2" Example: To run the test on all CPU cores and all RAM slots: "bench -c -p" Example: To run the test on all
CPU cores, on 3 RAM slots, on a disk cache
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In order to have a list of performance tests, Bench adds a selection of useful functions to the C/C++
standard library, not a well known collection of the most used but the most portable. Its high degree of
portableness is due to its use of inline ASM functions which are in turn (in every system) the ASM version of
the following functions: LIMB DLIB STLIB STREN Each of these functions returns the given parameter in a
specified type and length (the size of data in the system). As a result, Bench not only allows to write portable
programs but to have as much specific performance tests as needed. I couldn't find a site where all those
functions would be found together, maybe others can expand this post with their links. Bench has many
different tests but its goal is to provide a simple way to have an overview of your system's performance
profile or to quickly and easily test memory, CPU, cache and MMX performances. The tests are in 4
categories: Basic: load/unload store/load MMX/YMMX/SSE Power: load/unload store/load MMX/YMMX/SSE
System: load/unload store/load MMX/YMMX/SSE CPU-intensive: multithread multithread w/ interleaving
SSE optimized The results are given in a tabular form by default, or a semi-graphical form as a set of
performance graphs. A very full explanation is provided for each test so that one can understand the results
and how to interpret it. A complete list of all functions used in Bench is included in the Bench_Functions.txt
file. Results in the table and graph form are generated in the text file results_Bench.txt The choice of
performing the tests is given to the user through the flag -t and the type of test can be chosen through the
flag -t (for instance -t MMX -t YMMX -t SSE -t MMXYSSE). There are 3 different graphs: -a (instead of -t
MMXYSSE, use -t SSE or -t MMX to get the results by CPU type): This graph displays the raw data as
specified in the functions
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What's New In?

The results have been divided into many groups: Benchmark type: Basic benchmark includes: Linear speed,
a straight forward test done with minimal detail, then the results are best seen as a simple linear speed test.
Very useful if you are interested to see the behavior of a basic microprocessor over time. Linear code: The
simple case to test the performances of your simple code that doesn't use any hardware or OS detail, this is
the only test to do without a framework. This is the first version. Linear code using bytecode: Implementing
this kind of test is not easy as bytecode must be interpreted (JIT, translate to native code) in order to speed
up the test execution. We do provide for a full virtual machine. Linear code using JIT: You can bypass some
of the JIT or native code interpretation overhead, by running your programs directly in native code. Double
cache: The native code version of the basic test is done including cache effects. Sorting: With this test you
can see the behavior of your random access memory and the cache effects of a sorting algorithm. Random:
Another sorting test. Quad cache: A test for the DDR memory and cache effects, including some cache
coherence tests. Instruction/Data memory: The programs are run from RAM or a file for which filesize is set.
Memory and cache : A basic set of tests for the DDR memory and cache effects. Cache and memory: A
simple test done with memory and cache effects. Linear cache test: This test is run from memory so it
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doesn't make use of the cache, but just the memory itself to see how fast it can be accessed. Linear code
cache test: It is a simple test done from memory so it doesn't make use of the cache, but just the memory
itself to see how fast it can be accessed. Linear code memory test: This is a simple test done from memory so
it doesn't make use of the cache, but just the memory itself to see how fast it can be accessed. Linear code
cache memory test: This is a simple test done from memory so it doesn't make use of the cache, but just the
memory itself to see how fast it can be accessed. Single cache: Very basic tests for the cache. Core speed: A
linear speed test using C, assembly and a few assembly instruction to compare C performance. Core speed
#2: A second version of the previous test using only assembly. Core speed #3: The same as the previous test
but for no platform. Core speed #4: An extended version of the previous test for no platform. Linear code
speed: A basic test done using many assembly instruction to compare C performance. Linear



System Requirements For Bench:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10/XP ( 32/64-bit ) ) Processor: Intel Core2 Duo / Intel Core i3 / AMD Phenom II X3
Memory: 1GB RAM Graphics: 2GB DirectX 11 or higher Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage:
100MB available space Additional Notes: OptiFine On is a paid, in-game application that adds real-time and
ultra-realistic anti-aliasing and high-resolution textures to your in-game experience,
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